Understanding new processes and mastering new technology takes patience, understanding and time. We are here to help you transform the way you do business.

Why Transform?
Today, inconsistency, paper-based processes and redundancy drive our business.

It's time to rebuild our foundation. Through a multi-layered transformation of how we do business, we will reengineer processes, update technology and utilize standardization to create a world-class business foundation.

Transforming the way we do business.

Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)
- Decommission Maximo and Primavera to eliminate process and IT software duplication
- Expand SAP functionality
- Enhance processes with iPad mobile technology
- Provide timely, transparent and efficient reporting

General Ledger (Finance)
- Upgrade to cloud-based SAP S/4HANA platform
- Reduce complexity and inflexibility of financial structures
- Utilize standardization
- Provide consistent financial reporting
- Reduce paper-based manual processes

Human Capital Management (HCM)
- Rebuild the core human resources structure
- Automate work and approval flows
- Utilize SAP SuccessFactors to support recruiting, onboarding, compensation, career-path mapping and performance management

Benefits:
- STREAMLINED maintenance work order processes, reducing manual entry
- SIMPLIFIED, easier, improved financial reporting and tools, including capital project related-reports
- Integrated, ORGANIZED functionality from recruiting through retirement, reducing manual entry
- Easier, AUTOMATED payroll and timekeeping processes
- Faster, more powerful, yet lower-maintenance infrastructure

Phased Implementation

Enterprise Asset Management  Human Capital Management  General Ledger (Finance)
Phase 1 (Fall, Oct. 1)  Phase 2 (Winter, Jan 1)  Phase 3 (Summer, July 1)
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